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Abstract

HMM-based synthesized voices are intelligible but not nat-
ural especially in limited data condition because of over-
smoothing speech spectra in time-frequency domain. Im-
proving naturalness is a critical problem of HMM-based
speech synthesis. One solution for the problem is using
voice conversion techniques to convert over-smoothed spec-
tra to natural spectra. Although conventional conversion tech-
niques transform speech spectra to natural ones to improve
naturalness, they cause unexpected distortions on acceptable
intelligibility of synthesized speech. The aim of the paper
is to improve naturalness without violating intelligibility of
synthesized speech employing an asymmetric bilinear model
(ABM) to separate intelligibility and naturalness. In the pa-
per, an ABM was implemented on modulation spectrum do-
main of Mel-cepstral coefficient (MCC) sequence to enhance
fine structure of spectral parameter trajectory generated from
HMMs. Subjective evaluations carried out on English data
confirm that the achieved naturalness of proposed method is
competitive with other methods in large data condition and
outperform other methods in limited data condition. More-
over, modified rhyme test (MRT) shows that acceptable in-
telligibility of synthesized speech is well-preserved with pro-
posed method.

1. Introduction

HMM-based speech synthesis is one of state-of-the-art
techniques due to its flexibility and compact footprint [1].
HMM can model not only the statistical distribution of speech
parameters but also their rate of change. As a result, synthe-
sized speech is intelligible but not natural due to statistical
averaging or over-smoothing effect in data limited condition.
There have been several attempts to overcome the over-
smoothing effect. One approach is using objective evalu-
ations of over-smoothing effect such as GV [2], and mod-
ulation spectrum (MS) [3], integrating them into parameter
generation phase to obtain better speech parameters. The

joint optimization of HMMs and objective evaluation typi-
cally does not have close-form solution. Another possible
way to reduce the gap between spectra of natural and syn-
thetic speech is to learn the acoustic differences directly from
the data. If we have a parallel set of natural and synthesized
speech, voice conversion techniques [5], [6] can be utilized
as a mapping from natural speech to synthetic speech. The
approach benefits from optimizing HMMs with close-form
solution. Thus, voice conversion approach is employed to
improve the naturalness.

With majority of voice conversion techniques, all spectra
are transformed to improve naturalness. However, this often
negatively affect intelligibility. To improve naturalness with-
out violating intelligibility, an experiment was conducted to
find out efficient acoustic feature strongly relating to natural-
ness. Then, decomposed features related to naturalness are
converted to improve quality of re-synthesized speech, while
other intelligibility-related features are preserved.

This paper is organized as follows. Section2. reviews
ABM [8] and shows the general framework of using ABM
in proposed method. The problem of using asymmetric bilin-
ear model is also addressed in the section. Section2.1 tried
to solve the problems. In section3., we demonstrate the ben-
efits of the proposed approach through listening test results.
Finally, concluding remarks, including some potential future
research direction, are presented in Section4.

2. Naturalness improvement using asymmetric bilinear
model

In an ABM [8], an observationysc from speaker s and pho-
netic class c can be represented as following:

ysc = Asbc

with As denoting speaker information andbc denoting pho-
netic information. In the paper, phonetic informationbc is
assumed as intelligibility, and speaker informationAs is as-
sumed as naturalness. In [8], observationysc is line spectral
frequency (LSF) vector. LSF is a way to model speech spectra
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with the emphasis offormants which is important for speaker
characteristics. However, it is not clear whether formants are
not enough for perceiving naturalness. Finding efficient kind
of observations which suitable for naturalness improvement
is very important.

2.1 Finding efficient acoustic feature

In the section, an experiment was carried out to find out the
relationship between acoustic features and over-smoothing
effect. There are three steps in the experiment:

1. Exchanging acoustic feature.

2. Comparing naturalness on listening test.

3. Finding efficient acoustic feature

In the first step, several kinds of acoustic features are
prepared. They are fundamental frequency F0, peak re-
lated parameters such as linear prediction coefficient (LPC)
w/wo residual power, LSF w/wo residual power, and per-
ceptual linear prediction (PLP), fine structure related coef-
ficients such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC),
MCC and cepstrum. To examine one kind of acoustic fea-
tures, the feature sequences are exchanged between synthe-
sized speech and natural speech of the same sentence. Ex-
changing acoustic feature means improving naturalness of
synthesized speech and decreasing quality of natural speech.
If quality of natural speech decreases and naturalness of syn-
thesized speech increases a lot after exchanging, the kind of
acoustic feature strongly relates to naturalness. In the exper-
iment, one utterance for one natural speech sentence is syn-
thesized by HTS[1]. The synthesized speech is aligned to its
original speech with guide of labels. STRAIGHT vocoder
was used to analyze speech. It decomposes speech into a
spectral envelope, F0, and aperiodicity. The STRAIGHT-
based speech parameters are further encoded into LPC, LSF,
MFCC, MCC, PLP, and cepstrum. After the step, 20 stimuli
are obtained as in Table1.

In the second step, naturalness of obtained stimuli is com-
pared using Scheffe’s method of paired comparison [9] to sort
them based on naturalness. There are six participants (non
native English speakers with fluent English level). Each par-
ticipant listened to 380 pairs of stimuli. With each pair, they
compare naturalness of stimuli using five grades from -2 (A is
more natural), 0 (comparable), +2 (B is more natural) in A-B
comparison.

Lastly, the efficient acoustic feature is decided by looking
for the one that improves naturalness of synthesized speech
the most. Experimental results in Figure1 indicate that ex-
changing MCC values improves naturalness of synthesized
speech the most (I2 to G2). Exchanging LSF does not signif-
icantly improve naturalness (I2 to E2). In frequency domain,
fine structure is more important than formant in perceiving

Table 1: Stimuli in experience

Stimuli Meaning Stimuli Meaning

A1 Natural speech
after exchaning
(Nat) cepstrum

A2 Synthesized
speech after ex-
changing(HMM)
cepstrum

B1 Nat F0 B2 HMM F0
C1 Nat LPC C2 HMM LPC
D1 Nat LPC with

power
D2 HMM LPC with

power
E1 Nat LSF E2 HMM LSF
F1 Nat LSF with

power
F2 HMM LSF with

power
G1 Nat MCC G2 HMM MCC
H1 Nat MFCC H2 HMM MFCC
I1 Natural speech I2 Synthesized

speech
J1 Nat PLP J2 HMM PLP

naturalness. MCC is themost suitable acoustic feature in im-
proving naturalness.

Although MCC can represent the fine structure in fre-
quency domain, it cannot represent the dynamics of spectra in
time domain. In recent years, modulation spectrum becomes
a popular concept in capturing the fine structure of speech
spectra in time domain. In the paper, modulation spectrum
(MS) of MCC sequencesck = [c1k, c2k, ..., cDk]

⊤
, k =

1, 2, ..., T , in which D is the order of cepstral analysis and
T is the number of frames, is utilized to capture the over-
smoothing effect in both time-frequency domain of speech
spectra. Short-term spectral analysis of a speech utterance
yields a matrixR = [c1, c2, ..., cT ] of sizeD × T . The
time trajectory of cepstral coefficientd is defined asrd =
[cd1, cd2, ..., cdT ] , d = 1, 2, ..., D. The MS of trajectoryrd
is defined as:

M(d, f) = |FT [rd]|

wheref is the modulation frequency bin, defined by the num-
ber of points in the Fourier analysis. The number of points in
the FFT must be greater than the maximum number of frames
T of an utterance. The MS of each utterance is calculated for
each coefficient. Using ABM, MS of synthetic trajectories
is modified to be closer to the modulation characteristics of
natural speech.

2.2 Scheme to employ ABM in naturalness improvement

In the section, the process of applying ABM in naturalness
improvement is described. The process consists of 3 major
steps shown in Figure2:
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Figure 1: Result ofpair comparison test

Figure 2: Scheme ofapplying ABM

1. Separating naturalness and intelligibility.

2. Obtaining naturalness of actual speech.

3. Reconstructing speech.

The goal of step 1 is to obtain acceptable intelligibility
from parallel data of synthesized voices to preserve it. Nat-
uralness factor and intelligibility factor are factored from the
data using singular value decomposition (SVD). Each cell of
the parallel data of synthesized speech (PDSS) is MS of one
utterance. In Figure2, FFT

2 denotes half of lengthof FFT for
MS, D is order of MCC, andS denotes number of HTS [1]
(S≥ 2). There are 1 target utterance. Number of training sen-
tences can be as small as 5.J is model dimensionality chosen
asJ = S × D. Because SVD results in 3 matricesUSV ⊤,

naturalness matrix is chosen as firstJ columns ofUS and in-
telligibility matrix is chosen as firstJ rows ofV ⊤. In PDSS,
the variation of naturalness is presented in columns, and the
variation of intelligibility is presented in rows. The columns
of naturalness matrix summarize PDSS’s vertical structure as-
sociating to naturalness. Likewise the rows of intelligibility
matrix do so for the horizontal structure of PDSS.

In step 2, naturalness of actual speechAs is obtained using
a small data of actual speechysc and corresponding intelligi-
bility setC obtained from step 1. We can derive the desired
naturalnessAs by minimizing the total squared error over ac-
tual speech data,

E =
∑
c∈C

||ysc −Asbc||2

Lastly, naturalness of actual speechAs and intelligibility
of synthesized speech are combined to obtained an improved
version of synthesized speech. Intelligibility is preserved
even in synthesized speech.

3. Evaluation and Discussion

In the section, naturalness and intelligibility of proposed
method are evaluated using preference test and MRT. In pref-
erence test, proposed method is compared with others im-
provement methods such as GV method [2], and MS method
[4]. Two HMM-based synthesized voices are trained using
2 CMU datasets (SLT and RMS). Ten utterances are synthe-
sized for each voice. We apply proposed method denoted as
SVD, GV method, and MS method to improve the quality of
the samples in large data condition and limited data condition.
In limited data condition, there are only 5 training utterances
for each synthesized voice. GV can not be trained with the
small data. In large data condition, 500 utterances are used
for GV method, and MS method. Speech is sampled at 16
kHz. Frameshift is 5ms.S = 2. D = 49. FFT

2 = 2098.
There are 11participants (10 non-native and 1 native English
speakers). Each participant listen to pairs of samples. With
each pair, participants are asked which sample is more natu-
ral. Natural speech is explained as human-like speech. Fig-
ure 3 shows that proposed method is competitive with other
methods in large data condition. In Figure4, we can see that
the score of proposed method increases over MS. This result
indicates that proposed method outperforms other methods in
limited data condition. HMM denotes HMM-based synthe-
sized speech. SVD denotes proposed method. At the end
of the experiments, participants were asked what factors con-
tribute to their decisions. All participants agreed that speech
with buzzy sound and flat speech is not natural.

In MRT, intelligibility of synthesized speech after apply-
ing proposed method is evaluated. There are 10 participants
(8 non-native and 2 native English speakers). In Figure5,
the correctness of proposed method is equal to synthesized
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Figure 3: Preference scoresin large data condition with 95%
confidence interval

Figure 4: Preference scoresin limited data condition with
95% confidence interval

speech HMM. The result indicates that indicate that intel-
ligibility of synthesized speech is preserved with proposed
method (SVD). Results in large data condition have the same
tendency.

4. Conclusions

A novel ABM was utilized on MS of MCC sequence in
the task of quality improvement of HMM-based synthesised
speech. Experimental results demonstrated that the perfor-
mance of the technique is competitive with other techniques
in large data condition and outperform other methods in lim-
ited data condition. Moreover, experimental results also indi-
cate that the proposed method can preserve acceptable intel-
ligibility of synthesized speech.

Using SVD results in negative values in naturalness which
imply unrealistic subtraction of intelligibility. In next work,
non-negativity constrain will be investigate in ABM.
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